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Responsible Finance Officer

Nothing new to report ahead of the meeting

Grit Bins

• Our grit bin status was reported to Wiltshire’s responsible officer on 24 September.  Only 
two bins fall into the ‘less than 50%’ category and so qualify for topping up: (1) jct of Forest 
Lane & Bowden Hill (half-full) and (2) Naish Hill upper (empty).  Naish Hill lower has yet to 
be replaced and remains useless. 

Footpaths

At September’s meeting we discussed the prospect of applying for a Path Improvement Grant (PIG)
to improve access to LACO17 east of Reybridge.  The intention is to meet BS5709 if we can. Thank 
you to colleagues who sent me a phone number for the landowner’s agent.  It was reported as ‘no 
longer in use’, so any clues to help me make contact would be appreciated.  

LACO14 (Great Notton Farm to Whitehall Farm) is blocked along some of its length, as mentioned 
in last report.  I’ve discussed the de facto deviation with the landowner with the aim of keeping 
this clear.  I will seek advice from Wilts to establish how this might be signposted.  The deviation 
makes use of sizeable field headlands and open gates and – in the main -  doesn’t detract from the 
amenity of the walk. 



 

Broken stiles & blockages to RoW should be reported on 'My Wiltshire'.  I am not able to access 
others' reports, nor can I tell when any are made relating to Lacock Parish – so please let me know 
if anything is reported or rectified, so we can say thank you! If any colleague prefers, I can submit 
RoW reports on another's behalf, with the help of a grid reference and emailed photographs.  

LACO1A (map next page) is in the far SW of our parish and runs from Catridge Farm to bridleway 
MELW99 north from Chapel Lane in Beanacre.  The last 200 metres of the RoW skirt what appears 
to be a small roman-period settlement (Beanacorum?).   This feature – perhaps the equivalent of a 
4th century service station – appears to have straddled the roman road delineating the parish 
boundary.  Lacock’s boundary bulges south around the feature, so the whole of the postulated 
settlement is actually in our parish as well as falling within the Wick Farm solar application.  As 
mentioned by Adam Withers at LPC’s September meeting, an archaeological exploration ahead of 
the planning application was required.  This has been carried out since our previous meeting and (I
understand) the trenches are now being filled again.  Colleagues may be aware that other 
exploratory digs took place in the western half of the settlement area ahead of the GWR 
electrification just a few years ago.  



Beanacorum exploratory dig – 2nd October 2020



 

Flood

• Colleagues may recall that in February 2020 we discussed the notion of a sub-group of 
councillors meeting to update the Flood Plan and the Emergency Plan.  The meeting was 
overtaken by Covid.  The Flood Plan needs review in order to check that names, contacts, 
roles and responsibilities are still correct.  I suggest a sub-group meets (virtually) to update 
both Flood and Emergency Plans.

Reybridge – 4th Oct 2020

Mike Chislett,  5th October2020


